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Abstract. The Turing Machines strength is that it is not concerned
about what hardware a function is computed upon or how it is computed.
This strength however is a weakness when these attributes do matter.
This occurs in computing problems that need to take into consideration
electromagnetic radiation, energy usage, memory errors, hardware fail-
ures and other physical phenomena not normally considered within the
Turing Machine formalism.
These phenomena can be seen to be the affects of an interface between
the environment and the physical act of processing. As with all interfaces
there are inputs and outputs. In this case they connect the physical act of
computation with the environment. As such a relatively simple formalism
is presented that extends the Finite state automata to help discuss what
sort of unconventional computing systems might be needed to cope with
this class of problems. This extension also allows us to look afresh at some
parts of traditional Computer Science and also suggests new avenues of
of research.

1 Introduction

The aim of this paper is to create a coherent view of computing that doesn’t
accept the usual concept of a computer as a disembodied entity. If the act of
computation is considered embodied how the computation is done becomes an
important consideration. That means unconventional ways of performing com-
putation become interesting and useful. It is another answer to the question
”Why unconventional computing?” [15] but with a specific focus on a central
topic.

This view of computation will be given a formalism in order to enable its
comparison with the formalisms that have gone before. It differs from other
formalisms of computing, such as probabilistic computing [6] or perturbed com-
puting [2], as it does not try to define a class of machines and what they can do.
Rather it looks at computers and asks what they actually do rather than what
we want them to do. At the same time it aims to link this empiricists view of
computing with some of the concepts of traditional computer science.

The issues this view deals with are related to the fact that the computer is
a physical entity. So as well as having a logical interface with the world there is
a physical interface.



2 The physical interface

The physical interface is that which occurs in a computing system, which is
ignored in the normal finite state formalism of the system. Each type of system
has a different physical interface; the physical processes in some systems that
are uncontrolled in one computing system might be integral to another and thus
not part of the physical interface. It can cover a number of different activities
which all need different consideration. All the activities are related to energetic
state changes of parts of the computational system and so unsurprisingly are
governed by the laws of physics.

Each of these activities could help or more likely hinder the system in its
appointed task. They are generally considered hardware problems, but in order
to create the most flexible system the software also has to be designed with these
problems in mind.

The next sections will outline some of the problems and the suggested so-
lutions related to the physical interface of the current generation of computers.
As these systems cause important changes to the environment with their com-
putation they break the Turing machine’s assumption that the only output of
interest is that written to the tape. This will serve us as an aid for thinking about
a general model for the physical interface and highlight the potential problems
and opportunities for improvement we will have as we explore unconventional
computing.

2.1 Environmental Outputs

These are the affects that computation has on it’s environment. In conventional
computing it comes in two notable types: the loss of energy from an energy store
and the subsequent radiation of that energy as photons. These are obviously
connected due to the conservation of energy. However they are generally treated
as somewhat separate issues as each can be a limiting factor or an undesirable
affect in it’s own right. The loss of the energy is most obviously going to be
a problem in mobile systems where there is a distinct energy budget, it also
becomes a problem that static systems need to address if the cost of energy is
important[14]. This has been covered notably for algorithm design [7]. It may
seem a little contrary to consider the energy input as an output, however it is
under the control of the processor and is a change in the state of the environment
and so is considered an output.

The energy output side of the Environmental output has more complexity.
It has two aspects that are familiar to systems designers, the escape of electro-
magnetic (EM) radiation into the environment or the raising the temperature of
the chip. The radiation is generally the most complex of the issues involved with
the output as it can affect systems long distances away. One example of a problem
of this type is computations interference with sensitive equipment in hospitals,
planes or nearby radio equipment. Another more complex problem involving
environmental output is the intentional monitoring of this radiation by a hostile
agent. This is included in the definition of TEMPEST or Van eck Phreaking [16].



It is not so much of a problem in the processor as it is for monitors. However,
there has been some speculation that a hostile program could get inside the
system and transmit information to outside agents with the system bus [12].
There are design limits to how much shielding you can put on a processor, so
there is still scope for software to be aware of its EM output.

Getting back to the heat aspect of computing, the main consideration with
heat output is that an excess of heat can lead to hardware failures. So the internal
processes might need to consider their heat as an output when attempting to
perform tasks. This is dealt with, in the x86 architecture, by hardware clock
throttling in ACPI and APM. Temperature reporting is supported by ACPI so
less important programs could monitor the temperature and block allowing more
important processes to continue at a higher speed so that clock throttling is not
switched on. Work in this field is starting to consider software solutions[4] such
as clock throttling indicated at compile time in processor intensive sections of
the system.

It is hard to pin down unconventional computing to it’s physical interface
as there is such a diversity. Problems range accross such diverse things as opti-
cal leakage or increased chemical concentrations, or running out of proteins for
synthesis of new computing components.

2.2 Environmental inputs

These are energy inputs that cause some change to the computing system; it
could be small such as changing the value of a single bit or as large as the destruc-
tion or creation of a part of the processor. It includes both man-made manipula-
tion of processors to discover secrets, such as in smart cards[13] and the random
environmental affects such as cosmic radiation. The small non-permanent bit
changes such as bit flipping by cosmic radiation or too much heat are generally
thought of as errors.

This view neglects the (admittedly rare) times the program might be able to
use them to further their tasks. The number and frequency of bit-flips could be
used as a primitive radiation or temperature detectors, or to gain other infor-
mation about their environment.

Environmental input also covers actions that repair or improve the hardware,
either by humans or some autonomous part of the system. If an improvement
to a machine was directly caused by a controlled part of the system then it
would be part of the normal predictable finite state machine, apart from the
large environmental output it would have.

3 Environmentally Aware State Machine

We are not attempting to build an interesting or unusual mathematical model
of computation. Rather the model is designed to allow us to describe physical
computers and the things that can happen to them and the affects they have
on the environment. As such we do not assume total knowledge of the system



and its interactions with the environment. So we cannot specify exactly what
strings the machine will accept or the connectedness of the system. We are not
interested in any potential super Turing capability of this class of machine, from
either the infinite growing of the system or its acceleration, that do not reflect
what systems from the real world could do.

The most basic useful representation for computing is a finite state machine.
Representations of systems that take into consideration physical aspects of sys-
tems have been presented elsewhere [8][9], but are more complex than we need
and assume knowledge of the physical systems they deal with. We shall use as
our base an ω-automata. Why this, rather than the typical Turing machine?
Mainly because the added complication of an infinite tape is neither needed nor
representational of the computing architectures we are likely to build.

All that we will need for our discussion is a relatively simplistic extension
to the finite state automata. The extension shall be called the Environmentally
Aware State Automata (EASA).

An environmentally aware state automata transition table A is a tuple
〈Σ′, P ′, Λ′,M ′, S′, s0, E

′〉

– Σ′ ⊆ Σ is the known subset of a finite alphabet of normal input Σ
– P ′ ⊆ P ⊂ ZZ+ is the known subset of a finite alphabet of environmental

input P itself a subset of he positive integers
– Λ′ ⊆ Λ is the known subset of the finite alphabet on the normal output Λ
– M ′ ⊆ M ⊂ ZZ+ is the known subset of the finite alphabet on the environ-

mental output M itself a subset of he positive integers
– S′ ⊆ S is the known subset of the possible states S that the automata can

be in
– s0 is starting state of the machine
– E′ ⊆ E ⊆ S×S×Σ×P×Λ×M×ZZ+ gives the known subset of transitions.

An edge 〈s, s1, σ, ρ, λ, µ, τ〉 gives a transition, that takes τ microseconds,
between states s and s1 when the combination of σ and the environmental
input ρ come in. At the end of the transition both λ and the environmental
output µ have been output.

We shall consider in this paper 0 ∈ Σ′ ⋂ Λ′ where 0 is a special symbol
indicating a lack of a symbol so that a transition can have no logical input
needed or no logical output.

It is worth bearing in mind that there are a few potential state machines
that can be investigated for each system. In von Neumann machines there is
the processor defined one, a bootstrap machine which could become any soft-
ware machine and the simplified software machine which can ignore the different
states of the machine because there are no possible transitions to them. All are
environmentally aware state machines and one may be the more useful view of a
particular system than the other depending upon the analysis required. In this
paper we are more interested in the machine formed by the software, because
we are interested in designing software to cope with the physical interface.

It is also worth noting that these automata can only have one transition at a
time, else we will have non-deterministic activity within the machine. This means



Fig. 1. This figure displays some illustrative transitions and states from an EASA. The
label of the transition is defined as the following (σ, ρ, λ, µ, τ). A full description of the
different types of transition is given below

systems with concurrent processes needs to be modeled by multiple machines
with the outputs and inputs of each machine linked together. There will be
a subset of the total inputs and outputs that are directly connected to the
environment, and it is these that we are interested in the behaviour of as such,
so all measures in the rest of the paper will be assumed to be measured over
them if we are dealing with a system that can perform many transitions at a
time.

So what exactly do we mean by the environmental output, environmental
input and time?

3.1 Environmental Output

In this paper the environmental output is a single positive integer, µ, that ab-
stractly represents the affect of the computation on the environment. For the
examples used in this paper it will generally be used to represent the energy
used up in millijoules and given off to the environment. Transition A show in
Fig. 1 shows a normal transition with some environmental output.

3.2 Environmental Input

This paper will represent the environmental input with a positive integer, ρ, that
represents the amount of energy in millijoules required to cause this transition.
An example of a unknown transition, marked by a dashes, leading to an unknown
state that has a non-null environmental input is transition B. If a transition
has both environmental and logical input, then both are required to affect that
transition.



Another type of transition of note is represented by transition C. This tran-
sition has no state change and no logical output, but has an environmental input
and output. This sort of transition could be used to represent active scanning
from a potential attacker trying to find out which state the system is in.

There is a linkage between the output of the transition and the likely input
needed to affect the full transition without the logical input. The output provides
a lower bound for the difficulty of transition, as the computer is likely to use
something close to the minimum amount of energy required to change the state.

3.3 Transition Time

One of the properties we need to add to the finite state machine is time, so that
traces can accurately represent the environmental output.

It is instructive to look at the motivations for adding a single time to the
finite state model compared to the various timed transition models such as [1].
To start with the motivation is different, we are interested in time because how
quickly the environmental output comes out will have a bearing on what affect it
has on most physical systems. Timed Automata on the other hand are interested
in proving certain logical output comes out at certain times. As such they also
have time constraints on their transitions.

Here however we are just interested in when an output comes out, so a single
time τ measured in milliseconds is attached to a transition to govern how long
it takes.

3.4 Measures of an Environmentally Aware State Automata

There are a number of other different properties of networks and automata
we could define for EASA, such as the trace of the machine. However we are
primarily interested in the how the automata acts. So we will seek to define the
its output over time, on its own and in relation to it’s environmental input. It
will helps us to define the words that this automata deals with.

Firstly we will have to define a time sequence τ = τ1τ2 . . . where τn ∈ IR+

and increases τn < τn+1.
The output word is defined by the triple (λ, µ, τ) where λ = λ1λ2 . . . and

λn ∈ Λ and similarly for µ but in the environmental output alphabet M and τ
is a time sequence. They are all associated by the number , i.e. µn happened at
the same time as λn which was τn.

And input is defined in much the same way so that an input word is the
following way (σ, ρ, τ) but defined over the input alphabets. It is worth noting
that as currently defined the EASA will ignore all letters of the input word that
occur during a transition, because two transitions cannot happen simultaneously.

When a component is missing from a word it signifies the word with that
component set to 0. For example (σ, τ) is an input word that ignores all envi-
ronmental input.

So having defined these words, we shall define a plausible measure of envi-
ronmental output for the system over time.



Φ((µ, τ), τn, τ0) =
∑n<|(µ,τ)|

n=0 µn

τend − τ0

Where (µ, τ) is all the environmental output associated with letters with
τ ≥ τ0 and τ ≤ τend. Any function could be used but this measure has some
physical plausibility of being roughly analogous to the wattage of the system,
taking into consideration the designation of the environmental output being
related to the energy usage.

For environmental input we will look at the difference between the standard
output of the system, (λ, µ, τ), given an input without environmental input (σ, τ)
compared to the altered output, (δ, κ, ε), given the environmental input (σ, ρ, τ).

We shall use one measure of what affect the environmental input has on the
system, with three components, these are the change in the output, in logical
and environmental output and in the time these outputs come out. This function
will take two output words, and has three components. The following equations
specify how each component is calculated.

Θσ((λ, µ, τ), (δ, κ, ε)) =
|(λ,µ,τ)|∑

n=0

C(λn, δn)

Where C() is some metric that assesses the similarity of letters in Λ.

Θµ((λ, µ, τ), (δ, κ, ε)) =
|(λ,µ,τ)|∑

n=0

|µn − κn|

Θτ ((λ, µ, τ), (δ, κ, ε)) =
|(λ,µ,τ)|∑

n=0

|τn − εn|

This metric is not ideal, as it does not capture the notion that it may be
better to change subsequent output or timing once an error has occurred in
order to compensate. However we do not generally have sufficient information
to allow us to judge whether this is the case or not.

4 Using the Environmentally Aware State Machine

So having defined the Environmentally Aware State Automata and some asso-
ciated measures, we now ask the question what to use them for? We have stated
that it cannot be used for formally proving acceptance of strings, as some of
the transitions are unknown. Also hardware and software engineers have been
managing to reduce the affects of the physical interface of computation since the
birth of computing without needing the EASA formalism. So apart from the use
of tying some disparate ideas together, what is its purpose?

The EASA’s primary use is as something that is used to question some of
the assumptions of traditional computer science and the work based on those



assumptions. The assumption that is addressed specifically in this paper is one
hidden in sampling theory that has an affect on probability theory and learning
theory.

The EASA picture of computation also gives us another direction to explore
in computer science. It allows us to ask the question of how would we design
a computer system that has to cope with a lot of environmental input. This
direction of research may help with understanding neuroscience, as this is one
of the first problems that evolution had to deal with as the neuron developed.

5 Relation to Sampling Theory

In order to illustrate what the EASA view of computation means for probability
theory we need a new type of urn, because the typical Bernoulli urn used to
illustrate sampling theory assumes that the programs execution doesn’t have
any affect on the environment. In this case it is the colour of the balls that
will be affected. We shall create an urn to illustrate the EASA model we will
create a new urn, which will be called a Sensitive Urn. In the Sensitive Urn the
colours of the balls are dependent upon the average environmental output from
the processing done in the area since the last sample. That is they are a function
of the processing done. We could represent knowledge about the probability
function in the following way with the standard notation[11]

P (r|Φ(µ, ts − 100, ts) > 10)

Being the probability that a ball is red with having there been an mean of
10 environmental output per millisecond in the 100 milliseconds before the time
of the current sample ts. We shall say that the probabilistic reasoner outputs 20
outputs per millisecond and so fulfil this property. This value is therefore found
during its normal operation and sampling.

However
P (r| ∼ Φ(µ, ts−1ts) > 10)

, the probability that the ball will be red if there is no such processing in the
area is harder to find. For the sake of argument say that this is the most efficient
bayesian reasoner that we could build. In order to find this value would require
that the sampler no longer process to the same extent and because processing
is required to update probabilities it can no longer update probabilities. It is
in effect a blind spot, a place that the sampler cannot go with out changing
itself and stopping being a Bayesian sampler. We shall call this a learning sys-
tem’s blind spot. It is not strictly speaking uncomputable, because an outside
observer could compute it by building machines that weren’t bayesian reasoners
and observing them.

This means that direct evidence that you should fundamentally change the
software in order to change the environmental output cannot be found until
that software has been changed. You would have to rely on the original priors
of the learning system. If the prior is incorrect and judges there is no change in



probabilities when the software is changed, then it won’t be able to correct itself
as it gains experience, as it will not directly experience it.

In this case it is not so much the act of observation changing the observed,
as in quantum theory, but the physical affects of computation changing the
observed.

Biological evolution can completely change the method of computation and
so the only blindspot is the one imposed by physics. Also as the entities existence
is considered as proof that it has some correct knowledge about the environment
it does not need to collect additional information about the environment and
so does not need to output so much. We cannot do so well but we can allow
the software to change as much as possible to minimise the size of the potential
blind spot of the system.

Even monitoring the environmental output and considering it part of the
normal output when judging probabilities will not get around the problem com-
pletely. It may give some points on how environmental output affects the envi-
ronment, that could lead to good inferences. However attempts to completely
and precisely monitor the environmental output are generally impossible for a
few reasons. The first is, a precise definition would require a quantum description
of the output. However in the real world this would conflict with the no-cloning
theorem [18] that means that mixed quantum states cannot be perfectly copied.
The second, even if a precise definition of the output is not needed, is that to
record the output would, on normal irreversible hardware, cause more output.
A system could if it knew the output of all the transitions a priori, could total
calculate it for a section of code (including the monitoring section of code) and
be able to get around this problem somewhat. It would not be able to easily
cope with environmental input causing output it didn’t expect.

5.1 Error-prone Hardware

The other question I wish to address in this paper is how you would design a sys-
tem that is prone to environmental input. With environmental input considered
it does matter whether a machine is parallel or not as different machines will
act differently for different environmental input (in comparison to the normal
Turing formalism where each machine can emulate the all the others flawlessly).
Take for example a simple serial Von Neumann [5] machine with a program
counter. If the environment altered the program counter it would be lost and
executing worthless code and would have no ability to get back to the original
state. However if there were two machines with different program counters, one
could analyse the other for mistakes in the program counter and correct them.
Thus allowing them to reduce the Θλ of the system.

However the question of parallelism does not end there. If you had two Von
Neumann style processors, they are still reliant on a single memory bus to access
and load their programs from. If this was destroyed, or taken control of by
an aberrant program, then the parallelism would not help. And similarly with
shared memory, if an aberrant program overwrote the entire memory with 0’s
then both processors would suffer. So some form of fine grained parallel system



based on cellular automaton[19] might be useful as they have local memory and
execution.

Let us assume we are using for the moment our system, A, a normal UTM
equivalent cellular automata. This would satisfy our locality of processing and
memory constraints, so that no aberrant state can in the short term disrupt the
operation of the whole system. However in the long term the error in the state
will propagate through the system at the ”speed of light” of the system.

So how do we stop this? Imagine for a moment a CA system similar to our
original automata A with the sole change being some added states that represent
a key this we shall call system B. If one cell has the same key as its neighbour
then a B cell updates as with the rules from A, otherwise they ignore the cells
with others codes and assume they are some default value with regards to the
update rules of A. This would allow different processes to protect themselves
from aberrant states from other section of the cellular automata. Though the
error cannot spread there is the question of how to stop the aberrant sections
outputting to minimise Θλ and processing to minimise Θµ.

So the aberrant code can still have a detrimental affect on the operation
of the system. So having stopped the error spreading, there is still the issue
of how to repair sections of aberrant states and stop them processing, i.e. the
access code cannot be a complete block, there needs to be a way of over-riding
it. Exactly how to stop aberrant states changing other useful states whilst still
allowing good states to overwrite and control the aberrant states is something
we shall call the state control conundrum. At present it seems like there is no
right answer. If you make it easy to correct then you have the potential problem
of bad states spreading errors to the good, if it is hard then there are situations
where the good states cannot alter the bad.

There needs in other words to be some way of determining the good states
from the bad. So how to judge whether a process is being aberrant? There have
been many ways of labelling some things worthwhile in computing, such as being
probable, having a high fitness[10], credit [3] or Q-value[17] and any of these
should, over time, sort the good programs from the bad. However things are not
entirely clear-cut as they all rely on the persistence of some state of memory
to store their values. These states also have the possibility of being altered by
environmental input and thus lose their meaning, as would also happen if the
code they referred to was altered. So this is not a clean solution. It may be worth
designing a subsystem that is resistant against environmental input for the utility
apportioning component of a system. Exactly how to implement this system will
depend upon the tasks that are to be performed and the environmental input
expected.

Finding out how to design hardware that can deal with aberrant code might
also have benefits for machine learning. It suggests a line of research that some-
what mirrors the evolutionary development of the neuron. At its most funda-
mental a neuron is a method of computation, before it gathered the hardware
and software to learn it had to protect and recover its state from environmental
input and designing computers that have to do the same may help us understand



the processes the neuron would have to undergo. The line of research could also
lead to a method of learning that can potentially change all the software in the
system without requiring a proof. Because as the system is designed to cope with
an aberrant section at any point in its code new, potentially harmful, variations
of code can be tried without compromising the whole system. This would be a
way to minimise the blind spot of the learning system that we have previously
identified.

6 Final Remarks

This is just the first step towards a model of environmentally aware computation
that can describe all unconventional computer systems. It would need extending
to cover both analogue and quantum computing. The former could be done
by modifying hybrid automata [8] in much the same way. Quantum computing
would require a fuller change as all the output could be defined as quantum state
changes of the environment as well.

We may also need a more complex view of a computer that can change the
number of states it has. Because currently when a new set of states has been
added (due to additional degree of freedom) no knowledge of the transitions
for those states is included within the current formalism. A more realistic view
would be an input that actually modified the state diagram itself. However this
would require a complex specification of the input, which was beyond the scope
of this paper.
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